
a sweet little guide to help you on your journey to 
better mental health



 What does practcing wellbeing mean anyway? 
Isn’t it another one of those trends hellbent on 

selling me kombucha and yoga pants?
I don’t know much about kombucha based conspiracies but erm, 
wellbeing is, simply put: taking care of your mental and 
physical health, and it’s has been around centuries before yoga 
pants. 

Being conscious of your wellbeing and actively seeing where you 
can make improvements helps to increase your emotional 
resilience, physical health, and creativity. 

What if I’m too busy trying to survive to focus 
on this wellbeing stuff!

Steady on, mate!

If you exhaust yourself to the point of burnout then you can’t do 
much of thing at all, can ya?  The great news is that practicing 
wellness takes up only as much time as you choose and there’s 
lots of ways to do it.

This journal is designed to get you started on your wellbeing 
journey; I want you to thrive, not merely survive.

Let’s get to it >>>





the wheel of wellbeing
*Based on the principles of positive psychology, The Wheel of 

Well-being is a simple approach to promoting positive 
mental health and wellbeing.

Each segment is linked to an action. For example, ‘body’ 
encourages you to think of ways to improve your wellbeing 

through being active.



Fill out the table on the next two pages with ideas of how you 
can incorporate the six segments of the wellbeing wheel into 

your routine.

Challange?

There are some examples to help get you started >>>

the wheel of wellbeing

Do you dare to except this

Yeahh, go on

Some of the segments look at the ways that being of 
service can improve your sense of wellbeing. For example, 
‘planet’ encourages you to think of ways you can care for 

the enviromnent. 

challenge?



be active givebe active keep learning
Play your favourite 
song and dance- let 
your body move freely 
without judgment

Check for any un-
opened food in your 
cupboard and donate 
them to a food bank

learn how to count to 
10 in a different 
language



 connect take notice care
Think of a colour: see 
how many times you 
can spot variations of it 
while you’re outside

Call or message some-
one you haven’t checked  
in on for a while

Cut down on your use 
of single use plastic by 
getting a bag for life/
tote bag



 PRACTICING MINDFULNESS

Breathing
Why do i need to practice 
something i already do 
everyday?
Most of us who breathe 
shallowly do it throughout 
the day and are unaware that 
we’re doing it.

If you often wake up feeling like you could huff-and-puff-and- 
blow-the-house-down then breathing exercises can 
help you relax, relieve tension, and reduce stress:

5 minute Exercise
Keep your shoulders down and relaxed

Let your breath flow into your belly without forcing it. 

Breathe in through your nose for 5 counts 

Without pausing, gently breathe out through your mouth 
counting down from 5.



 PRACTICING MINDFULNESS

When we’re stressed or anxious our sympathetic nervous 
system fills our bodies with adrenaline. This can be helpful 
if you happen upon a grizzly bear but not so helpful when 

there’s no real danger present. 

Deep breathing helps to activate something called the
 parasympthatic nervous system  which helps to slow down 

your body’s response to stress.

here’s the science bit



Spend some time 
paying attention to the sounds and 
sights around you. Take deep breaths 

and let your thoughts drift by. 
When you’re ready, write down how 

you feel



   Use this page to write down a 
list of things you find soothing 



resources

The Wheel of Well-being (WoW)*
https://www.wheelofwellbeing.org/
The Wheel of Well-being is an ongoing collaboration 
between the Mental Health Promotion Team at South 
London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust, Uscreates, and 
Implemental. 

They have excellent resources and printables to help you on your mental 
health journey. 

Mind
https://www.mind.org.uk/
Mind is a mental health charity that provides advice and support to em-
power anyone experiencing a mental health problem. They
campaign to improve services, raise awareness and promote 
understanding.

You Matter Marathon
https://youmattermarathon.com
The YMM is a global initiative that creates positive connections between 
individuals and within communities.



 -Sylvia Plath
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